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Bell’s theorem shows that our intuitive understanding of causation must be overturned in light
of quantum correlations. Nevertheless, quantum mechanics does not permit signalling and hence a
notion of cause remains. Understanding this notion is not only important at a fundamental level,
but also for technological applications such as key distribution and randomness expansion. It has
recently been shown that a useful way to decide which classical causal structures could give rise to
a given set of correlations is to use entropy vectors. These are vectors whose components are the
entropies of all subsets of the observed variables in the causal structure. The entropy vector method
employs causal relationships among the variables to restrict the set of possible entropy vectors.
Here, we consider whether the same approach can lead to useful certificates of non-classicality
within a given causal structure. Surprisingly, we find that for a family of causal structures that
include the usual bipartite Bell structure they do not. For all members of this family, no function
of the entropies of the observed variables gives such a certificate, in spite of the existence of non-
classical correlations. It is therefore necessary to look beyond entropy vectors to understand cause
from a quantum perspective.
I. INTRODUCTION
Correlation and causation are two different things.
They are however connected. Reichenbach’s principle [1]
says that if two events X and Y are correlated then
either X causes Y , Y causes X or they have a com-
mon cause. In the standard view of causation, having a
common cause corresponds to the existence of a shared
random variable from which the observed correlations
derive. In other words, if X and Y have a common
cause, then there exists a random variable C such that
PXY (x, y) =
∑
c PC(c)PX|c(x)PY |c(y).
In this work we will take a broader view of causation
that allows the common cause to be more general than
a shared random variable, a direction that has also been
considered in [2–6]. In particular, we will allow shared
quantum systems, so that if X and Y have a quantum
common cause, then there exists a bipartite quantum
system ρ and measurements described by POVMs {Ex}x
and {Fy}y such that PXY (x, y) = tr((Ex ⊗ Fy)ρ).
In this simple case, there is no separation between
the sets of classical and quantum correlations: for any
PXY we can find a classical common cause explanation
as well as a quantum one. However, for more general
causal structures this is not the case. Bell [7] was the
first to notice that quantum common causes could allow
for stronger correlations than their classical counterparts.
Any restriction on the set of correlations that follows un-
der the assumption that any common causes are classi-
cal has been termed a Bell inequality, and many such
inequalities have been discovered (e.g. [8, 9]). The con-
nection between Bell inequalities and the literature on
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FIG. 1: The standard causal structure of a bipartite Bell
experiment. Here A, B, X and Y are observed; A and B
correspond to input settings and X and Y to outcomes. If
the common cause is classical, then the observed correlations
satisfy PABXY =
∑
C PAPBPCPX|ACPY |BC . In the case that
A, B, X and Y are binary, the CHSH inequality [8] can be
derived. However, if the common cause is quantum this in-
equality can be violated, but Tsirelson’s bound must hold
instead [21].
causal structures was elucidated in [10], where a novel
take on Bell’s theorem was given.
Ruling out classical common causes is important in in-
formation theory, and, especially, for device-independent
cryptography [11–18]. In particular, it has recently been
shown that the ability to demonstrate non-classicality
implies the ability to generate secure random num-
bers [19]. It is therefore important to characterize the
set of classical correlations as far as possible. Work in
this direction also helps us to understand the meaning of
causation in quantum theory.
In the standard Bell scenario, shown in Figure 1, the
set of classical correlations is well understood. However,
as the scenario is made more complicated, it rapidly be-
comes difficult to compute all the Bell inequalities [20],
and hence to precisely separate the classical region from
the non-classical.
An approach to causal structures using entropy has re-
cently been developed [2, 3, 22–27]. The idea behind this
approach is to study the entropies of the observed vari-
ables that can be realised by correlations within a given
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2causal structure, rather than the correlations themselves.
Note that entropy has been used in (at least) two differ-
ent ways in the causal structures literature. In this pa-
per we study one of these ways and introduce the term
entropy vector method for it. When applied to n ob-
served variables, the central object is the vector whose
2n − 1 components are the entropies of each subset of
the variables (excluding the empty set)1. This method is
inviting because causal constraints correspond to linear
inequalities on entropies, rather than the non-linear re-
lations they imply for the probabilities. This means that
entropy vectors are effective at distinguishing whether a
set of correlations can be generated within a particular
causal structure. Furthermore, the approach does not
rely on any assumptions on the size of the alphabet of
the involved random variables. In this paper we study
the use of this approach as a means of separating clas-
sical and quantum versions of a given causal structure,
focusing on a family of “line-like” causal structures that
include the bipartite Bell structure.
One of the advantages of the entropy vector method is
its generality—it applies to any causal structure. How-
ever, other ways to use entropy can be useful in this con-
text and inequalities using entropy have been derived for
the bipartite Bell scenario [28, 29]. These inequalities
do not concern the entropies of the observed variables
directly, but rather involve entropies of variables condi-
tioned on particular outcomes of other variables. This
technique has recently been generalised to other scenar-
ios [23, 25, 30]. In the discussion we elaborate on this
alternative technique and we exemplify its application to
line-like causal structures in Appendix B. In contrast to
the entropy vector method, this fine-grained technique is
not straightforwardly applicable to general causal struc-
tures and for many causal structures it is not clear how
to motivate entropic inequalities of this type.
II. THE ENTROPY VECTOR METHOD
We first outline the classical case, initially introduced
in [31], and its application to causal structures [23]. For a
random variable, X, distributed according to PX we use
the Shannon entropy, H(X) := −∑x PX(x) logPX(x).2
The conditional entropy is then defined by H(X|Y ) :=
H(XY )−H(Y ) and the conditional mutual information
by I(X : Y |Z) := H(XZ) +H(Y Z)−H(XY Z)−H(Z).
1 Note that when we refer to the entropy vector method, we con-
sider entropies of observed variables. In particular, alternative
approaches that condition on output values of some of the ob-
served variables are not included in this terminology (see later in
the introduction as well as in the discussion and in Appendix B
for details on alternative approaches of the latter kind).
2 In this work lower case letters are used to denote particular in-
stances of upper case random variables, and all random variables
are taken to have finite alphabet.
A distribution over n random variables X1, . . . , Xn has
an associated entropy vector whose 2n − 1 components
are the entropies of every subset of variables (exclud-
ing the empty set). Because they correspond to en-
tropies of a joint distribution, these components must
satisfy certain constraints. For example, they must be
positive, obey monotonicity, i.e., H(S) ≤ H(RS), and
sub-modularity (or strong subadditivity), i.e., H(RS) +
H(ST ) ≥ H(RST ) + H(S), where R, S, and T denote
disjoint subsets of the n random variables. Monotonicity
and sub-modularity are equivalent to the positivity of the
conditional entropy and conditional mutual information
respectively. This set of linear constraints are called the
Shannon constraints.
Let H : PX1...Xn 7→ R2
n−1 denote the map from a joint
distribution to its entropy vector. We will consider the
set of entropy vectors that can be formed by applying H
to a probability distribution, i.e., Γ∗n = {v ∈ R2
n−1 : v =
H(PX1...Xn)} and its closure Γ∗n. The latter is known to
be convex [31]. It is natural to ask whether any vector
v ∈ R2n−1 that obeys the Shannon constraints is also in
Γ∗n. It turns out that this is the case for n ≤ 3, but does
not hold for larger n [32]. Thus, the Shannon constraints
are necessary but not sufficient in order for a vector to
be the entropy vector of a probability distribution and
the set of vectors obeying these constraints is an outer
approximation to the set of achievable entropy vectors.
In order to account for the causal structure additional
constraints are included. A causal structure comprises a
set of nodes arranged in a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
A subset of these nodes is designated as observed. If the
causal structure is classical, each unobserved node has a
corresponding random variable. For a causal structure
G, we will use GC to denote its classical version. If all
the nodes are observed, a probability distribution is said
to be compatible with a classical causal structure if it
decomposes as
PX1...Xn =
n∏
i=1
P
Xi|X↓1i
, (1)
where X↓1i denotes the parents of Xi in the DAG. For a
classical causal structure GC, we will use P(GC) to de-
note the set of compatible distributions. If not all nodes
are observed, compatibility is defined by the existence of
a joint distribution that is compatible with the equiva-
lent causal structure with all nodes observed and having
the correct marginal distribution over the observed nodes
(see Figure 1 for an example). We will denote this set
PM(GC).
A probability distribution decomposes as in (1) if and
only if every variable Xi is independent of its non-
descendants X 6↑i conditioned on its parents X
↓1
i (cf. The-
orem 1.2.7 in [33]). Thus, for a DAG with n variables, the
compatibility constraints are implied by a minimal set of
(at most) n equations. In terms of entropies, these con-
straints can be concisely written as I(Xi : X
6↑
i |X↓1i ) = 0,
which are linear equalities in the entropies.
3In general, the set of constraints on the underlying
causal structure implies additional constraints on the ob-
served variables. These can be found by Fourier-Motzkin
elimination [34] (see also [3, 26] for more details on its
application to causal structures).
For a causal structure G, we denote the set of achiev-
able entropy vectors by Γ∗M(G
C) := {v : ∃P ∈
PM(GC) with v = H(P )}. The closure of this, Γ∗M(GC),
is convex3.
The entropy vector approach was generalized to the
quantum case in [35], and its application to causal struc-
tures detailed in [3], which we now summarize. The rel-
evant generalization of the Shannon entropy is the von
Neumann entropy. For a system in state ρ on HA, it
is defined by H(A) := −tr(ρ log ρ), and the quantum
conditional entropy and conditional mutual information
are defined by replacing the Shannon entropy by the von
Neumann entropy in the classical definitions. For a quan-
tum system comprising n subsystems, we can again de-
fine a vector v ∈ R2n−1 whose entries are the correspond-
ing von Neumann entropies. Like the Shannon entropy,
the von Neumann entropy is always positive and obeys
sub-modularity. However, it does not in general obey
monotonicity, but instead satisfies weak monotonicity,
i.e., H(R) + H(S) ≤ H(RT ) + H(ST ). We call this
set of constraints von Neumann constraints. Like in the
classical case, these constraints are necessary, but not
sufficient in order that a given v ∈ R2n−1 corresponds to
the von Neumann entropies of a joint quantum state [35].
Rather than discuss the quantum version of arbitrary
causal structures, we consider here a restricted class that
will be sufficient for our purposes. In particular, we will
consider causal structures with only two generations, the
first of which consists of the unobserved variables and the
second of the observed ones. These causal structures are,
for example, relevant in the case that spacelike separated
observations are made (so that none of the observed vari-
ables can be the cause of any other). For convenience,
we will use Ci or C, D, E etc. for unobserved nodes, and
Xi or W , X, Y etc. for observed ones. In this case, if
the causal structure is quantum, each edge of the graph
has an associated Hilbert space, which can be labelled by
the parent and child, e.g., there will be a Hilbert space
HCX if the DAG contains C → X. For each unobserved
node there is an associated quantum state, a density op-
erator on the tensor product of the Hilbert spaces asso-
ciated with the edges coming from that node. For each
observed node there is an associated POVM that acts
on the tensor product of the Hilbert spaces associated
with the edges that meet at that node. The correspond-
ing correlations are those resulting from performing the
specified POVMs on the relevant systems via the Born
3 This follows from the convexity of Γ∗n and the fact that the causal
constraints correspond to projections of this.
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FIG. 2: Example causal structure. If this is quantum, then
the realisable correlations are those formed by measuring
states of the form ρCXCY CZ ⊗ σDZDW with separate mea-
surements on HCX , HCY , HCZDZ and HDW .
rule. An example is shown in Figure 2. With respect to a
causal structure G, we use PM(GQ) to denote the set of
distributions on the observed nodes that can be realised
if the causal structure is quantum.
In the entropic picture, there is an entropy for each
observed node and for each edge of the DAG in question
(for convenience we will refer to both of these as subsys-
tems in the following4). While for n jointly distributed
random variables, all the joint entropies make sense, this
is no longer the case in a quantum causal structure with
n subsystems. In particular, the subsystems correspond-
ing to the edges that meet at an observed node do not
coexist with the outcome at that node and hence there is
no joint quantum state from which the joint entropy can
be derived. For example, if a measurement is performed
on HCX ⊗ HDX with outcome X, then H(CXDXX) is
not well-defined, although H(CXDX) is
5. To avoid this
problem, the approach only considers entropies of coex-
isting sets. Two subsystems are said to coexist if neither
is a quantum ancestor of the other, and a set of subsys-
tems that pairwise coexist form a coexisting set.
Within each coexisting set the von Neumann con-
straints hold. However, since the observed subsystems
are classical, some of the weak monotonicity constraints
can be replaced by monotonicity. For example, if either R
or S is a set of classical variables, then the monotonicity
constraint H(RS) ≥ H(R) holds.
The causal constraints are accounted for by the condi-
tion that two subsets of a coexisting set are independent
(and hence have zero mutual information between them)
if they have no shared ancestors. To connect different co-
existing sets, data processing inequalities are used. For
example, if a measurement is performed on HCY ⊗HDY
with outcome Y , then I(CYDY : X) ≥ I(Y : X) (cf.
Figure 2).
Like in the classical case, we denote the set of achiev-
able entropy vectors by Γ∗M(G
Q) := {v : ∃P ∈
PM(GQ) with v = H(P )}, and its closure Γ∗M(GQ) is
again convex.
4 Note, however, that they are not all subsystems of one joint
quantum state.
5 Note also that in the classical case the analogous argument fails
as information can always be copied.
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FIG. 3: The causal structure Pn. The nodes Xi represent ob-
served variables, whereas the Ci denote the unobserved clas-
sical or quantum systems.
III. LINE-LIKE CAUSAL STRUCTURES
For the remainder of this paper, we consider the fam-
ily of line-like causal structures shown in Figure 3. The
causal structure Pn has observed nodes X1, X2, . . . , Xn.
Each pair of consecutive observed nodes Xi and Xi+1 has
an unobserved parent Ci.
The case n = 4 is in one-to-one correspondence with
the bipartite Bell causal structure of Figure 1 [36]. To
make the identification, take X1 = A, X2 = X, X3 = Y ,
X4 = B and C2 = C. We can assume without loss of
generality that C1 = A and C3 = B: the same set of
observed correlations can be generated in either case6.
In the classical case the node C corresponds to a lo-
cal hidden variable. Free choice of settings, crucial to the
derivation of a Bell inequality, is naturally encoded in the
causal structure (e.g., PA|BY C = PA follows as A has no
parents but BY C as its non-descendants), as are the con-
ditions of local causality, that PXY |ABC = PX|ACPY |BC .
The only difference between PC4 and the quantum case,
PQ4 , is the nature of the node C. Bell’s original argu-
ment then implies that there are non-classical correla-
tions, i.e., there are distributions in PM(PQ4 ) that are
not in PM(PC4 ).
In the following we will prove that, in spite of this sep-
aration, by looking at the entropy vectors no distinction
can be made. This is stated more formally as follows.
Theorem 1. Γ∗M(P
Q
n ) = Γ
∗
M(P
C
n ) for all n ∈ N.
Note that for n ≤ 3, PM(PCn ) = PM(PQn ) and hence
in these cases the lemma immediately follows [36]. We
proceed to give the argument for n = 4, deferring the
general case to Appendix A.
Note also that the n = 5 case is closely related to the
so-called bilocality scenario [37, 38], introduced in the
context of entanglement swapping. The difference to P5
is that bilocality also allows an additional observed “in-
put” to the central node. In fact, following an analogous
argument to that of Theorem 1 reveals that in the bilo-
6 To see this, note that for any bipartite quantum state ρCD, if
C is measured to generate A, then the post measurement state
has the form
∑
a PA(a)|a〉〈a| ⊗ ρaD. The same joint state can
be generated by sharing A = a with distribution PA(a) and
simulating the statistics of the state ρaD at D conditioned on
A = a.
cality scenario there is also no separation between the
classical and quantum entropy cones.
Proof of Theorem 1 for n = 4. The entropy vector of the
joint distribution of A, X, Y and B has to obey the Shan-
non inequalities in both PC4 and P
Q
4 . In addition, the
causal structure directly implies the following indepen-
dences among the four observed variables7:
I(A : Y B) = 0,
I(AX : B) = 0.
(2)
In both the classical and the quantum case, if the unob-
served subsystems are included, there are further valid
(in)equalities implied by the causal structure. The fol-
lowing argument shows, however, that these do not im-
part any additional constraints on the entropy vector of
the observed nodes: in P4 the Shannon inequalities to-
gether with (2) fully characterise the set of achievable
entropy vectors of the observed nodes in both the classi-
cal and quantum case.
The Shannon inequalities on four variables together
with (2) are necessary conditions on a vector v ∈ R15
in order that there is a distribution PAXYB in PM(PC4 )
with H(PAXYB) = v. They therefore form an an outer
approximation to Γ∗M(P
C
4 ). This outer approximation is
a convex cone that can equivalently be expressed via its
extremal rays. Conversion between these two descrip-
tions can be conveniently done using software such as
PORTA [39] or PANDA [40] and results in the following
rays, where the components are ordered as
(H(A), H(X), H(Y ), H(B), H(AX), H(AY ),
H(AZ), H(XY ), H(XB), H(Y B), H(AXY ),
H(AXB), H(AY B), H(XY B), H(AXY B)),
(i) 111122222233333
(ii) 011111122222222
(iii) 111022121122222
(iv) 000100101101111
(v) 001001010110111
(vi) 010010011011011
(vii) 100011100011101
(viii) 001101111111111
(ix) 011011011111111
(x) 110011111011111.
If each of these rays is achievable using a distribution
in PM(PC4 ) then, by convexity of Γ∗M(PC4 ), the outer
approximation is tight. In other words, any vector v that
obeys the Shannon constraints and (2) is achievable, i.e.,
7 Note that A and Y B do not share any ancestors (similarly AX
and B).
5in Γ∗M(P
C
4 ). We establish this by taking C1, C2 and C3 to
be uniform random bits and use the following functions:
• (i): Take A = C1, X = C1 ⊕ C2, Y = C2 ⊕ C3 and
B = C3.
• (ii): Let A = 1 be deterministic and choose X =
C2, Y = C2⊕C3 and B = C3. (iii) can be achieved
with an analogous strategy, where B = 1 is the
deterministic variable.
• (iv): Choose A = X = Y = 1 and B = C3. (v),
(vi) and (vii) are permutations of this strategy.
• (viii): Let A = X = 1 be deterministic and let
Y = B = C2. (ix) and (x) are permutations of
this.
The outer approximation of the set of entropy vectors
that are achievable classically, Γ∗M(P
C
n ), given here is also
an outer approximation to Γ∗M(P
Q
n ). Since the extremal
rays are achievable the lemma follows.
IV. DISCUSSION
Although for all n ≥ 4 there are distributions in
PM(PQn ) that cannot be achieved in PM(PCn ) the en-
tropy vector approach we have outlined is unable to de-
tect this. Even correlations that in other contexts are
thought of as strongly non-classical have this masked un-
der the mapping to entropy vectors: no function of the
entropy vector acts as a certificate of non-classicality in
these causal structures. It is an interesting open question
as to whether this is generic: i.e., can entropy vectors
ever detect the difference between classical and quantum
versions of a given causal structure? We discuss this
question in more detail in [41].
Because of the shortcomings of the entropy vector
method, other techniques will be needed to separate clas-
sical and quantum causal structures. Recently, other ap-
proaches to this have been developed, one involving poly-
nomial Bell inequalities [42, 43] and the other drawing on
tools from algebraic geometry [44].
As mentioned in the introduction, for certain causal
structures (including line-like ones), an alternative en-
tropic technique can be applied, as first introduced by
Braunstein and Caves [28]. In our terminology, the in-
equality of [28] states that in the causal structure PC4
H(Y |X)11 +H(X|Y )10 +H(X|Y )01 −H(X|Y )00 ≥ 0 ,
(3)
where H(X|Y )ab is the conditional entropy of the condi-
tional distribution PXY |A=a,B=b.
The crucial idea behind the derivation of inequality (3)
is that in the classical case there exists a joint dis-
tribution P ′X0X1Y0Y1 whose marginals satisfy P
′
XaYb
=
PXY |A=a,B=b for all a and b [54, 55]. In the quantum
case there is no such distribution in general, and hence (3)
does not apply. Such inequalities are not obtained with
the entropy vector method because the latter does not
consider conditioning on particular outcomes.
It was shown in [25] that every non-local distribution in
P4 can be used to violate such an inequality if one takes
an appropriate convex combination with a local distribu-
tion. In fact, the inequality (3) and its permutations are
the only relevant inequalities for two measurements with
dichotomic outcomes for each party [23]. These inequal-
ities can also be generalized to the chained Bell inequali-
ties [28], which allow for A and B to take any number of
values [23, 25].
Entropic inequalities of this type (i.e., after condition-
ing on output values of some of the observed variables)
may arise in other classical causal structures 8. In Ap-
pendix B, we show how additional entropic inequalities
for PC5 and P
C
6 may be derived with this technique. It is
an open question, however, as to whether any quantum
violations of these extra inequalities exist.
It is natural to ask whether the entropy vector method
can be used with other entropy measures, the family of
Re´nyi entropies [46] being a natural alternative, as con-
sidered in [47]. These do not obey sub-modularity and
hence the set of allowed entropy vectors is (using known
inequalities) far less constrained than in the von Neu-
mann case. Although Re´nyi conditional entropies satisfy
Hα(A|BC) ≤ Hα(A|B) [48–52], because the conditional
Re´nyi entropy cannot be expressed as a difference of un-
conditional entropies, these relations do not lead to con-
straints on the Re´nyi entropy vector. Including condi-
tional entropies as separate elements of the entropy vec-
tor would allow use of these relations, but given the ex-
panded length of the vector and the comparatively small
number of additional constraints, we don’t expect this
to be fruitful without further inequalities between Re´nyi
entropies.
One can also look at causal structures that allow
post-quantum non-signalling systems, such as non-local
boxes [21, 45], to be shared. One approach to this has
been presented in [2]. In the case of P4, this yields the
constraints of (2) on the observed variables. Hence, the
proof of Theorem 1 can be used to show that functions of
the entropy vector of the observed variables cannot de-
tect post-quantum non-locality either. Whether the en-
tropy vectors are ever able to encode information about
the physical nature of the involved variables, rather than
mere independences, remains an open question.
8 Note, however, that the application of this method to general
causal structures is not so straightforward, as the justification of
a statement similar to Fine’s theorem is for many of them not
evident.
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Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 1
We rely on the following lemma [31]
Lemma 1. Consider n variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn and de-
fine Ω := {X1, X2, . . . , Xn}. Taking positivity of each
entropy to be implicit, the Shannon inequalities for these
are generated from a minimal set of n + n(n − 1)2n−3
inequalities:
H(Ω|Ω \ {Xi}) ≥ 0, (A1)
I(Xi : Xj |XS) ≥ 0, (A2)
where the first is needed for all Xi ∈ Ω and the second
for all XS ( Ω, Xi, Xj ∈ Ω, Xi, Xj /∈ XS, i < j.
Now take X1, X2, . . . , Xn to be the observed nodes in
Pn and for i+ 1 < j define Mi,j := {Xk}j−1k=i+1 as the set
of nodes between Xi and Xj . The first part of the proof
of Theorem 1 is to show that from these n+n(n−1)2n−3
Shannon inequalities at most n(n+1)2 are not implied by
the conditional independence constraints and the remain-
ing Shannon inequalities.
To directly read conditional independences off the
DAG, we use a condition known as d-separation. For
a classical causal structure, if X, Y and Z are disjoint
sets of variables then X and Y are said to be d-separated
by Z if every path from a node in X to a node in Y con-
tains one of (i) c → z → d with z ∈ Z, (ii) c ← z → d
with z ∈ Z or (iii) c → e ← d with e /∈ Z. As shown
by Verma and Pearl [53], if a distribution is compatible
with a classical causal structure in which X and Y are
d-separated by Z, then I(X : Y |Z) = 0.
Lemma 2. Within the causal structure PCn , all of the
sub-modularity inequalities (A2) with Mi,j 6⊆ XS are im-
plied by the causal constraints.
Proof. Let Mi,j 6⊆ XS , then there is at least one node
Xk 6∈ XS with i < k < j. For each such node we can
partition XS =
{
Xk−S , X
k+
S
}
, where Xk−S contains all
Xl ∈ XS with l < k and Xk+S contains the elements
with Xl ∈ XS with l > k (note that both sets might be
empty). Since {Xi} ∪ Xk−S is d-separated from {Xj} ∪
Xk+S we have
H({Xi, Xj} ∪XS) = H({Xi} ∪Xk−S ) +H({Xj} ∪Xk+S ),
H({Xi} ∪XS) = H({Xi} ∪Xk−S ) +H(Xk+S ),
H({Xj} ∪XS) = H(Xk−S ) +H({Xj} ∪Xk+S ),
H(XS) = H(X
k−
S ) +H(X
k+
S ),
and thus (A2) is obeyed with equality.
Lemma 3. Within the causal structure PCn , the
n(n−1)
2
sub-modularity constraints of the form I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j) ≥
0 for all Xi, Xj with i < j imply all sub-modularity con-
straints (A2).
Proof. Lemma 2 shows this to hold in the case Mi,j 6⊆
XS . Thus, we restrict to the case Mi,j ⊆ XS . Let us
write XS = Mi,j ∪XT , where XT = XS \Mi,j .
First consider the case where Xi−1, Xj+1 /∈ XT . Here
Mi−1,j+1 and XT are d-separated and hence
H({Xi, Xj} ∪Mi,j ∪XT ) = H({Xi, Xj} ∪Mi,j) +H(XT )
H({Xi} ∪XT ) = H(Xi) +H(XT )
H({Xj} ∪XT ) = H(Xj) +H(XT )
H(Mi,j ∪XT ) = H(Mi,j) +H(XT )
8so that I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j ∪XT ) = I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j).
Next, consider the case where Xk ∈ XT for k =
j + 1, j + 2, . . . , j + L, but Xi−1, Xj+L+1 /∈ XT . By
d-separation, we have I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j ∪ XT ) = I(Xi :
Xj |Mi,j ∪ {Xj+1, . . . , Xj+L}), and the latter expression
can be more concisely written as I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j ∪
Mj,j+L+1). Then,
I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j ∪Mj,j+L+1)
= I(Xi : Mj,j+L+1 ∪ {Xj}|Mi,j)− I(Xi : Mj,j+L+1|Mi,j)
= I(Xi : Mj,j+L+1 ∪ {Xj}|Mi,j)
= I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j) + I(Xi : Mj,j+L+1|Mi,j+1)
= I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j) + I(Xi : Mj+1,j+L+1 ∪ {Xj+1}|Mi,j+1),
where we have used I(Xi : Mj,j+L+1|Mi,j) = 0, which
follows from d-separation. Noting the relation between
the last term in the final line and the third line, we can
proceed to recursively decompose the expression into
I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j ∪Mj,j+L+1)
=
L∑
l=0
I(Xi : Xj+l|Mi,j+l) . (A3)
Now suppose Xk ∈ XT for k = i−1, i−2, . . . i−K and
k = j + 1, j + 2, . . . , j + L, but Xi−K−1, Xj+L+1 /∈ XT .
By d-separation, we have I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j ∪XT ) = I(Xi :
Xj |Mi,j ∪ {Xi−K , . . . , Xi−1} ∪ {Xj+1, . . . , Xj+L}), and
the latter expression can be more concisely written as
I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j ∪Mi−K−1,i ∪Mj,j+L+1). Then,
I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j ∪Mi−K−1,i ∪Mj,j+L+1)
=I(Mi−K−1,i ∪ {Xi} : Xj |Mi,j ∪Mj,j+L+1)
− I(Mi−K−1,i : Xj |Mi,j ∪Mj,j+L+1)
=I(Mi−K−1,i ∪ {Xi} : Xj |Mi,j ∪Mj,j+L+1)
=I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j ∪Mj,j+L+1)
+ I(Mi−K−1,i : Xj |Mi−1,j ∪Mj,j+L+1)
=I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j ∪Mj,j+L+1)
+ I(Mi−K−1,i−1 ∪ {Xi−1} : Xj |Mi−1,j ∪Mj,j+L+1),
where we have used I(Mi−K−1,i : Xj |Mi,j ∪Mj,j+L+1) =
0, which follows from d-separation. Noting the relation
between the last term in the final line and the third line,
we can hence proceed to recursively decompose the ex-
pression into
I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j ∪Mi−K−1,i ∪Mj,j+L+1)
=
K∑
k=0
I(Xi−k : Xj |Mi−k,j ∪Mj,j+L+1) .
The latter can then be decomposed using (A3).
Including the n monotonicity constraints, there are at
most n(n+1)2 Shannon inequalities that are not implied
by the conditional independence relations of PCn . These
inequalities constrain a pointed polyhedral cone with the
zero vector as its vertex. They hold for all entropy vectors
in PCn and thus approximate the entropy cone Γ
∗
M(P
C
n )
from the outside. They are also valid for Γ∗M(P
Q
n ) (re-
call that two subsets of a coexisting set are independent if
they have no shared ancestors). Note that the causal con-
straints reduce the effective dimensionality of the prob-
lem to n(n+1)2 , since the entropies of contiguous sequences
are sufficient to determine all entropies9.
The n(n+1)2 inequalities can lead to at most
n(n+1)
2 ex-
tremal rays, which corresponds to the number of ways
of choosing n(n+1)2 − 1 inequalities to be simultaneously
obeyed with equality. In the following we show that this
bound is saturated by constructing n(n+1)2 entropy vec-
tors from probability distributions in PCn , each of which
lies on a different extremal ray.
Consider the following set of distributions in PCn (lead-
ing to corresponding entropy vectors). Let {Ci}n−1i=1 be
uniform random bits, and 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. For each i, j
we define a distribution Di,j .
• For i ≤ n−1, Di,i is formed by taking Xi = Ci and
Xk = 1 for all k 6= i, while Dn,n has Xi = Ci−1
and Xk = 1 for all k 6= i.
• For i < j, Di,j is constructed in the following. Note
that depending on i and j, each of the parts indexed
by k below may also be empty.
– Xk = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ i− 1,
– Xi = Ci,
– Xk = Ck−1 ⊕ Ck for i+ 1 ≤ k ≤ j − 1, where
⊕ denotes addition modulo 2,
– Xj = Cj−1,
– Xk = 1 for j + 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Note that the set of distributions {Di,j}i,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤
n is in one-to-one correspondence with the contiguous
sequences from Ω.
Lemma 4. The n(n+1)2 entropy vectors of the probability
distributions {Di,j}i,j with 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n are extremal
rays of Γ∗M(P
C
n ).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the following:
• For each i, Di,i obeys all of the Shannon equali-
ties with equality except the monotonicity relation
H(Ω)−H(Ω \ {Xi}) ≥ 0, which is a strict inequal-
ity.
• For i < j, Di,j obeys all of the Shannon inequalities
with equality except I(Xi : Xj |Mi,j) ≥ 0, which is
a strict inequality.
9 There are n contiguous sequences of length 1, {H(Xi)}ni=1, n−1
of length 2, {H(XiXi+1)}n−1i=1 , and so on, leading to
∑n
i=1 i =
n(n+1)
2
in total.
9For the n distributions Di,i all variables are indepen-
dent and thus their entropy vectors automatically sat-
isfy all sub-modularity inequalities with equality. Fur-
thermore, for any XS ( Ω with Xi /∈ XS we have
H({Xi} ∪XS) = H(Xi). Thus, for j 6= i we have
H(Ω)−H(Ω \ {Xj}) = 0 ,
while for j = i
H(Ω)−H(Ω \ {Xj}) = H(Xi)
> 0.
This establishes the first statement.
Consider now the (n − 1)! distributions Di,j with i <
j. We first deal with the monotonicity constraints. For
k < i and k > j, we have H(Ω) = H(Ω \ Xk) = j − i.
Similarly, since any j − i − 1 elements of Mi−1,j+1 are
sufficient to determine the remaining element, we also
have H(Ω \ Xk) = j − i for i ≤ k ≤ j. Thus, all the
monotonicity constraints hold with equality.
For the sub-modularity constraints, it is useful to note
that for any Di,j with i < j we have
H(Xk|Mk,l) =

1, k = i and k < l ≤ j,
1, i < k ≤ j and k < l,
0, otherwise.
Thus, I(Xk : Xl|Mk,l) = H(Xk|Mk,l)−H(Xk|Mk,l+1) is
zero unless k = i and l = j (in which case it is 1). This
establishes the second statement, and hence completes
the proof of Lemma 4.
Note that the entropy vector of each of the n(n+1)2
distributions belongs to a different extremal ray. We
have thus shown that for each extremal ray of Γ∗M(P
C
n )
there is a distribution in PM(PCn ) whose entropy vec-
tor lies on that ray. It follows by convexity that any
vector that satisfies all the Shannon constraints and the
causal constraints of the marginal scenario in PCn is re-
alisable in PCn (at least asymptotically). Since the same
outer approximation is valid for Γ∗M(P
Q
n ) and any clas-
sical distribution can be realised quantum mechanically,
we have Γ∗M(P
C
n ) ⊆ Γ∗M(PQn ) ⊆ Γ∗M(PCn ) and therefore
Γ∗M(P
C
n ) = Γ
∗
M(P
Q
n ).
Appendix B: Remarks on the Braunstein-Caves
technique
The generalization of the Braunstein-Caves technique
to other causal structures is difficult, as a restriction on
the alphabet size of certain variables is needed. In the
case of P4, we have such a restriction because C1 and
C3 can be assumed to be equal to the observed A and
B, whose alphabets can be determined by observation.
In Pn, this can always be done for the outermost nodes,
hence, in PC5 , for example, with observed nodes A, X,
Y , Z and B, with A and B binary, there exists a joint
distribution P ′X0X1Y Z0Z1 that gives the correct marginal
distributions, i.e., P ′XaY Zb = PXY Z|A=a,B=b for all a and
b. This is defined by setting
P ′X0X1Y Z0Z1(x, x
′, y, z, z′) =
∑
C2C3
PC2PC3PX|A=0,C2(x)PX|A=1,C2(x
′)PY |C2C3(y)PZ|B=0,C3(z)PZ|B=1,C3(z
′) .
X0
C2
X1 Y
C3
Z0 Z1
FIG. 4: Causal structure P˜3 representing the independences
of the variables in P ′X0X1Y Z0Z1 .
For P ′X0X1Y Z0Z1 , entropic inequalities can be derived
with the entropy vector approach applied to the causal
structure P˜3 shown in Figure 4. Note that the P5 scenario
is related to bilocality [37, 38]. The Shannon and con-
ditional independence constraints that restrict the corre-
sponding five variable entropy cone are marginalized to
the four triples of variables {X0, Y, Z0}, {X0, Y, Z1},
{X1, Y, Z0} and {X1, Y, Z1} and their subsets. As
shown in [24], in addition to Shannon inequalities, it
yields a further 36 (in)equalities, made up of the 7 fam-
ilies listed below. Note that the first family is a conse-
quence of the Shannon constraints involving all variables,
and holds independently of the causal structure.
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H(X1|Y Z1) +H(Z0|X1Y ) +H(Z1|X0Y )−H(Z0|X0Y ) ≥ 0,
H(X0|Y Z1) +H(Z0|Y X1)−H(X0|Y Z0) +H(X0Y )−H(X0Z0) ≥ 0,
H(Y |X0Z0) +H(X1|Y Z1)−H(X1|Y Z0) ≥ 0,
H(X1|Y Z0) +H(X0Y ) +H(Y Z1)−H(X1Y )−H(X0Z1) ≥ 0, (B1)
H(X0Y Z1) +H(X1Y Z0)−H(X1Y Z1)−H(X0Z0) ≥ 0,
H(X0|Y Z1) +H(Y Z0)−H(X0Z0) ≥ 0,
I(X0 : Z0) = 0.
These can be expanded to the full set by noting the sym-
metry between X0 and X1, between Z0 and Z1 and be-
tween X and Z. They form an outer approximation to
Γ∗M(P˜
C
3 ).
The inequalities can be converted to the following ex-
tremal rays, with components ordered as
(H(X0), H(X1), H(Y ), H(Z0), H(Z1), H(X0Y ),
H(X0Z0), H(X0Z1), H(X1Y ), H(X1Z0), H(X1Z1),
H(Y Z0), H(Y Z1), H(X0Y Z0), H(X0Y Z1), H(X1Y Z0),
H(X1Y Z1)),
(i) 11111222222222222
(ii) 01111111222222222
(iii) 01101101212121222
(iv) 01110110221212122
(v) 10111222111222222
(vi) 10101212101122212
(vii) 10110221110212221
(viii) 11101212212122222
(ix) 11110221221212222
(x) 00001001001010101
(xi) 00010010010101010
(xii) 00100100100111111
(xiii) 01000000111000011
(xiv) 10000111000001100
(xv) 00111111111111111
(xvi) 00110110110111111
(xvii) 00101101101111111
(xviii) 11100111111111111
(xix) 10100111100111111
(xx) 01100100111111111.
These rays can be generated from those of the entropic
cone of P3. To do so, let X, Y and Z be distributed
according to one of the six distributions reproducing the
extremal rays of the entropy cone of P3. In the cases
where X is a random bit, let either X0 = X and X1 = 1,
or X0 = 1 and X1 = X, or X0 = X1 = X, and the same
for Z. Doing this for all extremal rays of P3, the above
extremal rays (i)–(xx) are recovered (as well as some
additional redundant ones). This shows that the above
outer approximation to Γ∗M(P˜
C
3 ) is tight: all entropy vec-
tors that satisfy the Shannon constraints and (B1) are in
Γ∗M(P˜
C
3 ).
The same technique can be applied to Pn via causal
structures P˜Cn−2. For P6 this gives a total of 16 en-
tropic equalities, expressing independences among the in-
volved variables and 153 inequalities (including Shannon
inequalities). In the case of P6, the extremal rays can
also be generated starting from those of P4 and splitting
analogously to the treatment for P3 above. This yields a
complete characterization of Γ∗M(P˜
C
4 ).
All entropic inequalities characterising Γ∗M(P˜
C
3 ) and
Γ∗M(P˜
C
4 ) can be calculated without considering the un-
observed nodes: only the Shannon inequalities and the
independences among the observed variables are needed
for their derivation. Note that the same independence
constraints also hold in the analogous quantum casual
structure. However, in the quantum case the observed
X0 and X1 as well as Z0 and Z1 do not coexist and thus
do not necessarily allow for a joint distribution. It is thus
not justified to analyse the causal structure PQ5 using
the related structure P˜Q3 , and some of the Shannon con-
straints among the variables {X0, X1, Y, Z0, Z1} may
not hold in the quantum case. This treatment does not
therefore imply that there are no quantum violations to
the classical entropic inequalities in this approach, and,
at present, we do not know whether or not violations
exist. If we allow post-quantum non-signalling systems,
however, such violations have been found [6].
